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Abstract
Located in the southeastern of Côte d’Ivoire, Bonoua aquifer contains an
enormous groundwater potential. The new boreholes have been realized in
this region to support the water supply of the populations. Moreover, in this
region, agriculture is the main activity, whose pesticides used to guarantee the
productivity, constitute a threat for groundwater. Thus, this study was undertaken in order to design a hydrogeological model able to simulate the piezometry of the Bonoua aquifer and determine the perimeters of protection for
the new boreholes. The model, carried out under the Visual Modflow interface, was designed in steady-state mode and calibrated manually from the
piezometry of the year 2000. The value of the standardized root mean squared
residual of 4.86% (<10%) allows to say that the calibration obtained is considered satisfactory. Also, the correlation coefficient between observed and simulated heads of 0.95 permits to confirm a good calibration of the model. Perimeters of protection values were determined by simulating the paths of the
virtual particles of water from the calibrated model. The simulations show
that generally, the groundwater of Bonoua aquifer flows from north to south
and the piezometric levels obtained vary between 65 m in the north and 5 m
in the south. Upstream radius of the closed perimeters of protection calculated from the model varies from 172 to 482 m. However, those of distant perimeters of protection vary from 2877 to 6441 m.
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1. Introduction
Water is a factor of development for our society. In recent decades, the State of
Côte d’Ivoire has made important efforts to improve the supply of drinking water in some cities. In Abidjan, groundwater exploitation permits to ensure the
equalization of cubic meter price in Côte d’Ivoire. However, this resource is facing threats due to the accelerated expansion of Abidjan District and the rapid
growth of this population that contribute to the quantitative and qualitative degradation of groundwater. This has resulted in the stop of some boreholes whose
nitrate concentration was more than 50 mg/L [1]. That has induced a deficit in
the supply of drinking water to the population of Abidjan. In view to reinforce
water supply of this population, the State has been oriented to the exploitation of
the Bonoua aquifer [2]. This aquifer, with a capacity of 13.9 billion m3 of water
[3], will help to reduce the drinking water deficit in Abidjan District [4]. This
very important aquifer is already used to reinforce the supply of drinking water
to the populations of Abidjan in its southern part (Communities of Marcory,
Koumassi, Treichville and Port-Bouët) and those of Bonoua and Grand-Bassam.
However, the town of Bonoua is an agricultural area where agricultural inputs
and other fertilizers are used to increase production. Also, future developments
for the establishment of industrial zones are planned in this region. This situation exposes the groundwater of the Bonoua aquifer to agricultural pollution [5].
In order to prevent possible contamination of the new boreholes, and to guarantee at long-term good water production, it is important to set up protection perimeters around the boreholes. Therefore, perimeters of protection are an essential component of the groundwater management policy in Côte d’Ivoire. Thus, it
has appeared necessary to undertake this study to contribute to the protection of
this very strategic aquifer. It was carried out within the framework of the funded
project by the Strategic Support Program for Scientific Research (PASRES). The
general objective of this study is to realize a hydrogeological model allowing to
determine the perimeters of protection around the new boreholes of Bonoua in
order to guarantee an efficient management in the perspective of the sustainable
development of Bonoua aquifer.

1.1. General Presentation of Bonoua Region
Bonoua is a region located in the southeast of Côte d’Ivoire and composed of
three departments: Grand-Bassam, Adiaké and Aboisso. The study area is between
5˚08'N and 5˚33'N latitudes and 3˚13'W and 3˚51'W longitudes (Figure 1). This
region has a surface measuring approximately 2.209 km2. On the climatic
DOI: 10.4236/gep.2017.511009
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Figure 1. Localization of Bonoua region.

level, four seasons that characterize the south forestry of Côte d’Ivoire, are
emerging. It is essentially two rainy seasons with a peak in the month of June
and two dry seasons. At the geological and hydrogeological level, two geological
domains have been differentiated in the Bonoua region: the sedimentary basin in
the south and the crystalline bedrock in the north [3]. The study area is located
in the sedimentary basin (Figure 2). Three main aquifers are distinguished in
the Bonoua region: the aquifers of the bedrock, the Mio-Pliocene (Continental
Terminal) and the Quaternary. The Continental Terminal aquifer represents the
main aquifer of the Ivorian sedimentary basin and is widely present in the Bonoua area. It is the aquifer that is exploited to ensure the drinking water supply
to the populations of the Abidjan District, in its southern part and those of Bonoua and Grand-Bassam [3].

1.2. Perimeters of Protection Concept
The perimeter of protection defines a territory including the surface and the
subsoil around a structure through which the contaminants can migrate and
reach the groundwater pumped by the borehole [7]. The purpose of perimeters
protection is to protect boreholes intended for drinking water supply against
DOI: 10.4236/gep.2017.511009
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Figure 2. Geological map of Bonoua region extracted from the geological map of
Grand-Bassam square degree [6].

some pollution that may come from the surface of the soil. They are designed to
protect the immediate sectors of the boreholes and to prohibit or regulate activities that could adversely affect the quality of water. In Côte d’Ivoire, Law n˚
98-755 of 23 December 1998 on the Water Code, article 38, provides that the
protection of water points for public use, is to be carried out. For a borehole, it
envisages three concentric zones in which more or less strong constraints are instituted to avoid degradation of the resource. This involves the establishment of
immediate, closed and distant perimeters of protection (Figure 3). It should be
noted that the new boreholes in Bonoua benefit an immediate protection zone
which is estimated at 30 m. Thus, in this study, it was a question of determining
values of closed and distant protection of perimeters through hydrogeological
modeling.

2. Material and Method
The following sections describe the material and the methodology used in this
study.

2.1. Material
The establishment of the hydrogeological model of Bonoua aquifer required a
database. The data used result from geological and hydrogeological works carried out on Bonoua aquifer by several authors ([3], [6], [9], [10]). From a synthesis of this work, hydrodynamic parameters such as hydraulic conductivity
(permeability), coefficient of storing and porosity of the coarse sand layers have
been obtained. Piezometric data from 2000 have been used in the implementation of this model. Also, the rates of old boreholes have been collected from
DOI: 10.4236/gep.2017.511009
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Figure 3. Presentation of perimeters of protection around a borehole [8].

previous works and those of new boreholes from the National Office for Drinking Water (ONEP) and the Water Distribution Company in Côte d’Ivoire
(SODECI). These rates concern 16 boreholes of Bonoua divided into two captured fields: 11 boreholes at Tchintchébé and 5 boreholes at Ono. Finally, the
technical logs of old boreholes were collected in the works of [3] and new ones,
provided by SODECI with a view to determine the geological layer captured by
these boreholes.
Groundwater flow of the Bonoua aquifer modeling and protection perimeters
determination were carried out using Visual ModFlow version 3.0 provided by
Waterloo Hydrogeologic [12]. This software integrates three codes [13]:
− ModFlow for the groundwater flow simulation;
− ModPath simulates the pathways of water particles;
− MT3D for mass transfer simulation.
The mathematical digital models of hydrodynamic flow are based on finite
differences or finite elements. ModFlow allows to approximate flow equation
solution through finite-difference method.

2.2. Methodological Approach
The model is a numerical schematization of the hydrogeological system. It allows you to go from a natural complex system, the ground, to a whole digital, the
model. Consequently, it’s a question of two very different realities [11]. The digital model development requires several steps, such as the determination of objectives to be achieved, the choice of the software used, the design of conceptual
models and digital, model calibration and finally the realization of predictive
simulations. However, the execution of all those steps is conditioned by the obtaining of data. The following sections describe the methodology used in this
study to achieve our objectives (Figure 4).
2.2.1. Modeling Objectives
Bonoua aquifer exploitation through the new boreholes in an agricultural zone
requires a management and a protection of its groundwater. In order to manage
groundwater resources, it is necessary to understand the aquifer functioning in
natural conditions and to predict the impact of human intervention (exploitation) on groundwater quality and quantity. Thus, Bonoua aquifer modeling will
allow to simulate the level of this aquifer and to determine the perimeters of
DOI: 10.4236/gep.2017.511009
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Figure 4. Flow chart for the design of the numerical model of Bonoua aquifer.

protection around the new boreholes of Ono and Tchintchébé, two villages of
Bonoua.
2.2.2. Hydrogeological Model
Bonoua aquifer is an unconfined aquifer and has a hydrogeological comportment similar to Abidjan aquifer [3]. The bottom of the aquifer is constituted by
the granitic bedrock whose elevations vary between +20 and −220 m [10]. The
top of the aquifer is constituted by the topography surface which varies between
0 and 100 m [10]. The mean thickness is 115 m [3]. The aquifer thickness varies
from 25 m in the N-W to 230 m in the S-E. The large thickness in the south is
due to the subsidence of the bedrock which could be linked to the fault of the
lagoons [3]. To the north of the study area, the small thickness is probably due to
the rise of the bedrock with in particular the granitic outcrops.
DOI: 10.4236/gep.2017.511009
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2.2.3. Hydro-Stratigraphic Units Description of the Mode
Conceptual model of Bonoua aquifer was defined from boreholes logs collected
at SODECI and has constituted mainly by two hydrogeological units:
• The unit constituted by the coarse sands that covers the entire zone to be
modeled. It is the unit used to supply drinking water to the population;
• The unit formed by the bedrock and which represents the impermeable base
of the aquifer.
The modeled area in this study is 50 km × 40 km. Its limits are constituted of
(Figure 5):
• the outcrops of the granitic bedrock at the north;
• the tertiary sand at the south;
• Comoé river at the west;
• Aby lagoon at the east.
These limits are identical to those adopted by [10].
The hydrogeological model of this study is monolayer represented by the
coarse sands captured in all the new boreholes of Ono and Tchintchébé. The
aquifer hydrodynamic parameters assigned to the model are obtained from the
synthesis of the various works carried out by different authors [3], [4], [10], in
the region and are recorded in Table 1.

Figure 5. Grid of the numerical model of Bonoua aquifer.
Table 1. Hydrodynamic parameters of bonoua aquifer [4].

DOI: 10.4236/gep.2017.511009

Hydrodynamic parameters

Initial values

Hydraulic conductivity of coarse sand

10−6 to 2 × 10−3 m/s

Effective porosity

13%

Storage coefficient

9%
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For the space discretization (grid) of the model, square (irregular) cell 500 m
× 500 m side were used. The shape and size of cell have been chosen depending
on the aquifer extent. The size of the grid has been refined to 250 m × 250 m size
around the new boreholes in exploitation (Figure 5). For a better representation
of the limits of the modeled domain, cells that do not belong to the aquifer, are
inactivated. Thus, the model is made of 6 720 cells distributed in 84 rows and 80
columns.
2.2.4. Boundary Conditions
Solving the general flow equation by Modflow code imposes the assignment of
boundary conditions to the model. Thus, considering the work of [3], the following boundary conditions were assigned to the model (Figure 6):
• at the northern limit, the outcrop of the bedrock is supposed to be a constant
head limit (h = 65 m);
• at the southern part, the fault of the lagoons is materialized on the surface by
the front of the tertiary sands. This is a limit at constant head (h = 3 m);
• In the west part, Comoé river drains the groundwater: an imposed flow condition has been assigned;
• In the east part, Aby lagoon drains the aquifer: an imposed flow condition
has also been assigned.
Recharge-type boundary conditions are assigned uniformly on all modeled
domain. Water quantity that contributes to the recharge of the aquifer corresponds to 111 mm/year. This recharge value was calculated through the Thornthwaite method using the precipitation and temperature data from 2000 to 2015
at the Adiaké meteorological station.

Figure 6. Boundary conditions of Bonoua aquifer model.
DOI: 10.4236/gep.2017.511009
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2.2.5. Model Calibration in Steady-State Mode
Model calibration aims at reproducing the best hydrodynamic operation of Bonoua aquifer, by adjusting the various parameters that can be vary while remaining in the range of realistic values [11]. The parameters to be adjusted are
of two types:
• Hydrodynamic parameters (permeability, porosity, storage coefficient);
• Boundary conditions (initial heads, recharge, conductance).
The adjustments of the various parameters must always be close to the field
measurements. In this study, the calibration is done “manually” or by “trial and
error” because the insufficiency of piezometry data. This type of calibration follows this process:
• Adjustment of hydrodynamic parameters;
• Simulation of the model;
• Comparison of the calculated heads versus measured heads (if differences are
large then we retry the operation).
These operations are executed until they get low error of calibration thus reflecting a good calibration between heads “observed” on the ground and those
“calculated” by the model [14] [15]. Other parameters provided by the software
also allow to appreciate the quality of model calibration. Normalized Root Mean
Squared residual or NRMS, expressed as a percentage, is the representative parameter of the model and must be less than 10% for an adequate calibration [16].
In addition to this parameter, a comparison has been made between piezometric
values simulated by the model in 2000 and those observed in 2000 in reality.
When the steady-state model is considered sufficiently calibrated, it is used as a
simulation tool. It will help simulate the piezometric level of Bonoua aquifer and
above all to determine the perimeters of protection of the new boreholes of
Tchintchebé and Ono.
2.2.6. Simulation of Piezometry in 2000
The reconstitution of piezometry of Bonoua aquifer in 2000 has been carried out
from 39 piezometric data of 2000 collected in the work of [3]. It was conducted
in steady-state mode in exploitation conditions (take into consideration pumping). In exploitation conditions in the year 2000, only three boreholes of
SODECI were in operation and they have been taken into account, assigning to
the model the different rates of boreholes in 2000 (Table 2).
From the piezometry of year 2000, piezometric maps of different years have
been simulated in steady-state mode by assigning to the boreholes of the model
Table 2. Pumping rates of boreholes at 2000.
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Boreholes

Pumping rates (m3/d)

Bonoua F2

3322

Bonoua F3

4042

Bonoua F4

3888
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the pumping rates collected from SODECI. The pumping rates of the new boreholes of Tchintchebé and Ono and industrial boreholes (Olgane and Celeste)
have been used for predictive simulations of Bonoua aquifer piezometry from
2000 to 2020. These pumping rates are shown in Table 3. These simulations allow to calculate the evolution of Bonoua aquifer level face to the gradual increasing of the pumping proposed by SODECI to satisfy the high demand in
water. They have been executed steady-state mode over a period of 20 years. The
period of 20 years was been divided into 3 periods depending on the years of
boreholes:
• 2000 to 2007;
• 2007 to 2015;
• 2015-2020.
The projections from 2015 to 2020 correspond to the SODECI prevision. The
pumping rates of the boreholes have been considered to be constant in the various simulation periods on the numerical model.
Table 3. Pumping rates of boreholes from 2000 to 2020.
Period

2000-2007

2007-2015

2015-2020

DOI: 10.4236/gep.2017.511009
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Boreholes

Pumping rates (m3/d)

Bonoua F2

3432

Bonoua F3

4042

Bonoua F4

3888

Olgane

45

Celeste

100

Tchintchébé F1

6240

Tchintchébé F2

5280

Tchintchébé F3

4800

Tchintchébé F4

6240

Tchintchébé F5

5280

Tchintchébé F6

6000

Tchintchébé F7

5280

Tchintchébé F8

4800

Tchintchébé F9

3600

Tchintchébé F10

6000

Tchintchébé F11

6240

Ono F1

7320

Ono F2

6984

Ono F4

6888

Ono F6

6600

Ono F7

6672
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2.2.7. Boreholes Perimeters of Protection Determination
To determine the perimeters of protection (closed and distant) around the new
boreholes of Ono and Tchintchébé, the simulation of water virtual particles has
been made from periphery of the cells where the boreholes have been assigned.
ModPath module has been used. This module traces the path of the water particles from its infiltration point to the capture point. The results sought by the
numerical model are groundwater flow direction and the lines of equal transfer
time (isochronous).
The parameters taken into account in the determination of the boreholes perimeters of protection are: the radius around the boreholes and the water travel
time. The radius around the boreholes must correspond to the cell size inside
which the borehole is located. The grid size 250 m × 250 m around the boreholes
has been adopted to facilitate the determination of this radius. It is fixed at 220
m because the virtual particles of water must not be inside the cell that contains
the borehole but they must be as close as possible.
The water travel time (isochronous) corresponds to the time that a virtual
particle of water takes from its infiltration point to the capture point. The
60-days and 9-years isochronous allowed to determine closed and distant perimeters of protection, respectively. The 60-day isochronous take into account
microbiological pollutants (time permitting the disappearance of pathogenic
bacteria) while the 9-years consider persistent pollutants such as pesticides [17].
Thus, in order to preserve new boreholes water’s quality against these pollutants,
the area to be protected against a pollution due to an agricultural activity, is located in upstream of the latter (Figure 7). Then the perimeters of protection
(closed and distant) have a form of an ellipse characterized by three distances of
protection [18] (Figure 8):
• Distance of protection in the upstream part of the borehole or upstream radius (rupstream);
• Distance of protection in the downstream part of the borehole or downstream radius (rdownstream);
• Distance of protection perpendicular to the flow direction (rp).
It will be necessary to determine the value of the three radius (perpendicular,
downstream and upstream) for all new boreholes of Tchintchébé and Ono.

Figure 7. Illustration of the contribution zone and the normal surface to the natural
groundwater flow [19].
DOI: 10.4236/gep.2017.511009
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Figure 8. Characteristics of perimeters protection according to [8].

3. Result and Discussion
3.1. Numerical Model Calibration Result
After calibration, the values obtained from hydrodynamic parameters of Bonoua
aquifer are given in Table 4. During the calibration process, the initial hydraulic
conductivity value has been adjusted while the porosity and coefficient of storage
values remained identical to data from previous studies. This new value of the
hydraulic conductivity is included in the range determined by [3]. The calibration parameters provided by the software were judged acceptable based on those
values.
3.1.1. Graph of Observed versus Calculated Heads
The calibration carried out manually, allowed obtaining a good correspondence
between observed and calculated heads. The graph presented in Figure 9 illustrates this good correspondence. Indeed, all the points are near to the first bisectrix, excepting few points that are little bit far. The calculation of the correlation coefficient (R) has gave 0.97 (around 1) and it shows that observed and calculated heads through the model are very well correlated. Thus, this model allows to simulate the head close to those observed in reality. Figure 10 shows a
comparison between observed and calculated heads in steady-state mode for
some piezometers. It also illustrates the degree of concordance between observed and calculated heads, even though some differences are observed at
certain points such as Aboutou, Adiaho, Akromianbla, Kouakoukro and Yapokro.
As Bonoua aquifer model was considered to be well calibrated in steady-state
mode and so some simulations on Bonoua aquifer level were carried out and the
model served as basis for the determination of perimeters protection.
DOI: 10.4236/gep.2017.511009
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Figure 9. Graph of calculated heads vs. observed heads in year 2000 in steady-state mode
of Bonoua aquifer.

Figure 10. Comparison between observed and calculated heads in steady-state mode in
year 2000 of Bonoua aquifer.
Table 4. Adjusted hydrodynamic parameters of Bonoua aquifer.

DOI: 10.4236/gep.2017.511009

Hydrodynamic parameters

Initial values

Adjusted values

Hydraulic conductivity of coarse sand

10 to 2 × 10 m/s

10−3 to 10−4 m/s

Effective porosity

13%

13%

Coefficient of storage

9%

9%
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3.1.2. Calibration Statistics Related to the Residual
Error values associated to the graph presented in Figure 9 are in Table 5. The
value of the normalized RMS depends on the other parameters because it
represents the parameter indicative of the calibration performance and its value
must be less than 10%. The calibration in steady-state mode indicates a normalized RMS value equal to 4.86% (<10%), indicating that the model is calibrated.

3.2. Piezometry Simulation in 2000
The piezometry of 2000 was reconstructed from the steady-state model in exploitation conditions (Figure 11). This map shows a direction of groundwater
flow from the North to the South. The heads oscillate between 65 (North) and 5
m (South).

3.3. Perimeters of Protection Values of the New
Boreholes of Bonoua
For each borehole, 20 virtual particles of water were considered in order to better
appreciate the contours of contribution area. The path of the different particles

Figure 11. Piezometry of Bonoua aquifer simulated in 2000 in steady-state mode.
Table 5. Calibration statistics in steady-state mode in year 2000.

DOI: 10.4236/gep.2017.511009

Errors

Symbol

Values

Residual mean (m)

R

−0.42

Absolute Residual mean (m)

|R|

2.41

Standard Error of the Estimate (m)

SEE

0.48

Root Mean Squared residual (m)

RMS

2.97

Normalized Root Mean Squared residual (%)

NRMS

4.86
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obtained is illustrated in Figure 12. In order to better observe the path of the
water particles, an exaggeration has been carried out. The virtual particles of
water captured by different boreholes come from the North at different distances. The paths obtained as well as their piezometric configuration are different. Particle tracing follows a simple principle. It runs backwards of water particles perpendicular to the equipotential lines at a speed which is function of the
hydraulic gradient, the hydraulic conductivity and the effective porosity at
each point of the path. The hydrodynamic parameters (hydraulic conductivity
and effective porosity) are identical throughout the model. Thus the difference
observed in the particles comes from the hydraulic gradient at these different
places.
Based on the tracing of the water virtual particles, the perimeters of protection
radius (closed and distant) have been determined. The 60-day and 9-year equaltime transfer markers (isochronous) corresponding respectively to the closed
and distant perimeters of protection, have allowed to obtain the characterizing
radius of the perimeters of protection (Table 6). The Analysis of Table 6 reveals
that:
• upstream radius of the closed perimeters of protection (CPP) vary from 172
to 403 m and from 176 to 482 m respectively for the boreholes of Ono and
Tchintchébé;
Table 6. Perimeters of protection (closed and distant) radius of the new boreholes of Ono
and Tchintchébé.
CPP (m)

DOI: 10.4236/gep.2017.511009

DPP (m)

Boreholes

Upstream
radius

Downstream
radius

Perpendicular
radius at the left

Ono F1

403

112

182

232

5554

Ono F2

337

162

229

230

5724

Ono F4

387

112

229

195

5961

Ono F6

172

352

262

206

6091

Ono F 7

204

301

309

146

6441

Tchintchébé F1

304

127

334

115

2877

Tchintchébé F2

265

213

312

176

3508

Tchintchébé F3

217

230

132

324

3481

Tchintchébé F4

176

268

353

138

4505

Tchintchébé F5

198

256

235

232

3416

Tchintchébé F6

247

220

166

299

3728

Tchintchébé F7

482

0

0

0

3850

Tchintchébé F8

133

289

95

372

3041

Tchintchébé F9

356

107

219

193

3484

Tchintchébé F10

399

88

261

137

3937

Tchintchébé F11

267

143

376

92

3700

132

Perpendicular
Upstream
radius at the right
radius
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Figure 12. Path of water virtual particles captured by the boreholes and delimiting the
protection zones.

• downstream radius of CPP vary from 112 to 301 m and from 0 to 268 m respectively for the boreholes of Ono and Tchintchebé;
• upstream radius of the distant perimeters of protection (DPP) vary from
5554 to 6441 m and from 2877 to 4505 m for the boreholes of Ono and
Tchintchébé.
It should be noted that downstream of the distant protection from the boreholes for NPP and DPP are very close. These values can be used by the Ivorian
legislator for boreholes in the sedimentary basin because the Water Code does
not mention any value for the delimitation of the boreholes perimeters of protection in Côte d’Ivoire. A visit of these perimeters reveals that the perimeters to
DOI: 10.4236/gep.2017.511009
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be protected are occupied by oil palm, rubber and coconut plantations. For the
preservation of these crops, phytosanitary products such as herbicides and pesticides containing potassium sulfate and urea are used. These products are susceptible to infiltrate into the soil and degrade the groundwater quality. These
agricultural activities must be controlled and regulated by the State authorities in
order to avoid any risk of contamination of the new boreholes by phytosanitary
products since Bonoua region is an agricultural zone.

3.4. Discussion
Groundwater modeling flow of Bonoua aquifer has been produced from historical data (geological, hydrogeological, piezometric) and boreholes data supplied
by SODECI and ONEP. These data were used to develop digital model and determine the perimeters of protection (closed and distant) of the new boreholes of
Ono and Tchintchébé. Bonoua aquifer is free and it has a hydrogeological comportment similar to that Abidjan. So the main aquifer captured in Bonoua is the
Tertiary sands [3]. Steady-state calibration of Bonoua model gave a normalized
RMS which is 4.86% (<10%), indicating that the model is well calibrated [16].
The main adjustment during the manual calibration adopted, consisted in an
increase of the recharge value by referring to the climatic conditions of the study
area. The recharge calculated from the climatic data of the Adiaké station over
2000-2015 period is 111 mm/year. But the best calibration has been obtained
with 140 mm/year as aquifer recharge. Manual calibration was also used by [20]
on Abidjan aquifer and obtained a normalized RMS equal to 4.63% and the simulations carried out from this model gave good results. The recharge calculated by [3] over 1980-1999 period was 186 mm/year. The recharge of 140
mm/year is supposed to be representative of the study area in a climate change
context. From this value of the recharge, a good correlation between calculated
heads through the model and observed heads on the ground was established.
However, the assumption on the constancy and recharge uniformity (2000-2020)
seems to be an optimistic condition. Thus, the hypothesis stipulating that aquifer
recharge would remain constant during the whole simulation (2000-2020) and
would be evenly distributed, does not reflect completely the reality of the situation on the ground at all place. Indeed, land use (urbanization) in the study area
can make the soil impermeable. The high potency of clays varying from 24 to 40
m [3], [4] can produce a recharge decreasing in certain sectors of the model as
well. But this observation does not question the results obtained. The well calibration of the model is also confirmed by a good correspondence between observed and simulated heads. Differences in some heads may be due in part to the
impact of the boreholes exploitation because it should be noted that no piezometers have been used in this study. In addition, boreholes exploitation during
piezometric campaigns could disrupt the water level in the boreholes.
The path of the virtual water particles used to determine contribution areas of
the new boreholes of Ono and Tchintchebé revealed that all these water particles
came from the north of the aquifer. The pollutants transport in the saturated
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zone of the aquifer is controlled essentially by the flow direction. So the protection zones have been defined exclusively on the basis of this direction, independently of a specific pollutant. However, this assimilation appears to be reasonable for the majority of persistent mobile and water-soluble pollutants [21]. Thus,
for the boreholes protection against possible pollution, it is advisable to provide
the perimeters of protection. These perimeters are generally delimited on the basis of analytical or numerical models [22]. The latter can be deterministic or
stochastic ([22], [23], [24]). ModPath code of the Visual Modflow software used
in this project was used to determine two perimeters of protection (closed and
distant). The results that are searched are flow lines and lines of equal transfer
time. Indeed, the pathlines (particle path) and the isochronous (line of equal
transfer time) are not influenced in steady-state mode ([17], [25]). So Bonoua
aquifer model was designed only on steady-state mode.
Each state is responsible for protecting its groundwater and has its own guidelines protection. In the majority of cases, three perimeters of protection; immediate, closed and distant, are distinguished and delimited from analytical or numerical models [22] of the groundwater flow equation. The protection areas dimensions vary according to the country. In France, immediate perimeter of protection is based on a distance of 15 m, in Belgium and Germany it is 10 m, in
Holland and in Quebec it is 30 m [21]. In Bonoua area (Côte d’Ivoire), the immediate protection perimeter is 30 m, identical to that used in Holland and
Quebec.
In most countries, the immediate perimeter of protection is defined from
isochronous period of 50 days (England, Germany and France) or 60 days for a
minimum distance of 100 m (Holland, Quebec) [21]. For the Bonoua aquifer
model, the 60-days isochronous has been chosen in view of agricultural activities
near the new boreholes and the fact that the value of the immediate protection
perimeter of Bonoua boreholes is the same used in Holland and Quebec. Thus,
for the closed perimeter of protection (CPP), the upstream radius determined
varies from 172 to 403 m and 176 to 482 m respectively for Ono and Tchintchébé
boreholes. Downstream radius of these same boreholes varies from 112 to 301 m
and from 0 to 268 m for the closed perimeters of protection. These values are
higher than the minimum distance of 100 m recommended for all boreholes [21]
except Tchintchébé F7. For distant perimeters of protection (DPP), 5 to 10 years
isochronous in Quebec and 10 to 25 years isochronous can be used to define the
dimensions of the zone. Distant perimeters of protection have been determined
from a transit time of 9 years. Upstream radius of the boreholes varies from 5554
to 6441 m and from 2877 to 4505 m respectively for Ono and Tchintchébé.
These values are all higher than the minimum distance of 800 m recommended.
Indeed, in the case of the preventive perimeters of protection, a study according
to [21] suggests taking into account of the concession pumping rate, whereas in
the case of a protection zone for sanitation, it is better to consider the current
mean pumping rate. An overestimation of the perimeter of protection dimensions is desirable because of the increase of the pumping rate exploitation to
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meet the water needs of the populations and the agricultural activities close to
those perimeters. CPP and DPP values obtained are all higher than the recommended values and they can therefore be considered as acceptable. These results
are valid in the hypotheses formulated at the beginning of the study.

5. Conclusions
This study was undertaken with the aim of determining the perimeters of protection of Bonoua new boreholes. To reach this objective, groundwater modeling
flow of Bonoua aquifer has been designed on Visual Modflow software environment. Model simulation allowed to estimate the hydraulic heads of the boreholes
used as piezometers. The calculated heads are near to the observed heads. From
this model, considered as calibrated, perimeters of protection (closed and distant), with the spherical form, have been determined. Upstream radius values of
closed perimeters of protection vary from 172 to 403 m and from 176 to 482 m
respectively at Ono and Tchintchébé boreholes. On the other hand, downstream
radius from these same boreholes vary from 112 to 301 m and from 0 to 268 m.
Upstream radius values of distant perimeters of protection vary from 5554 to
6441 m and from 2877 to 4505 m respectively at Ono and Tchintchébé boreholes. These values can be used by the Ivorian legislator for the delimitation of
the protection perimeters of the boreholes in the sedimentary basin.
Agricultural activities are the main activities carried out inside and/or at the
proximity to the perimeters of protection of the new boreholes of Bonoua.
Therefore, for a best protection and a good monitoring of the groundwater quality of the Bonoua aquifer, it is recommended to regulate agricultural activities
and/or to ban all agricultural activities currently located in the protection areas
and the establishment of well-distributed piezometers to facilitate regular monitoring of groundwater level.
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